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Solution Brief

VMware Ready Enterprise Cloud Storage
Why StorSimple?

VMware Storage Challenges

StorSimple is a solution designed to address
storage-related issues that plague VMware
virtualized data center deployments.

VMware has rapidly become the predominant platform for data
centers, providing a flexible, resource-efficient architecture for
computing. VMware fundamentally transforms physical computing
resources into logical resources supporting dynamic allocation
with migration of workloads across systems along with a host
of other capabilities. However, like deployments of physical
computing infrastructure, virtual computing infrastructure demands
a significant amount of storage across a variety of different classes
and categories of devices. Some virtual machines require the
highest levels of performance.

Challenges

- Storage requirements for VMware continue to grow at an uncontrollable rate,
driving higher storage costs
- VM proliferation leads to data centers
running at overloaded capacity levels
-	Provisioning remote office storage for VMs
and managing them through their lifecycle
-	Legacy data protection solutions are
cumbersome and risky, driving up costs
and complexity
The StorSimple Solution Provides

-	Unified VMware Ready storage supporting
primary, secondary, data protection, and DR
-	Economical solution for storage tiering with
VMware Storage DRS and simple integration
to archive VMs to the cloud
-	World’s best backup storage target for data
protection applications including vRanger
and Veeam with cloud integration
- Self-managing cloud-integrated storage for
remote office VM deployments
- SSD performance, automated tiering,
deduplication, and integration with cloud
storage for primary, archival, and backup
with simple, rapid disaster recovery
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The StorSimple Solution

StorSimple provides a VMware Ready certified, enterprise-class data center storage array optimized for VMware data center deployments that provides an all-in-one solution integrated into
the cloud for primary storage, archival storage, big content libraries, data protection, and disaster
recovery. VM data is automatically tiered across integrated storage (including SSD and SAS) and
cloud storage, with simple, automated backup to the cloud. Deduplication and compression are
integrated to ensure efficient storage utilization, and SSDs coupled with BlockRank tiering ensure
high performance access to working set data, including operating system images, application
binaries, and commonly-used user data. With StorSimple, the following benefits for VMware
virtualized data centers are realized:
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- A single storage system that can provide primary storage for VMs that require virtually any
performance profile
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- Cloud elasticity, economics for big content libraries for VMs

- Simple, cost-effective archiving of VMs to the cloud
- All-in-one self-managing protected storage for remote office VMs
- Intelligent storage for backup applications including vRanger, Veeam
- Easy-to-add, economical tier supporting VMware Storage Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS)
for VM storage prioritization
How It Works
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StorSimple uses integrated storage (including SSD and SAS) along with public and private storage clouds to help organizations simplify their VMware storage infrastructure, dramatically lower
storage costs, improve performance consistency, deploy disaster recovery and high availability,
and enable agility. Deployed quickly and easily in the data center with VMware hypervisors, the
StorSimple solution provides datastore volumes to ESX/ESXi and for backup applications such
as vRanger and Veeam. StorSimple uses a hierarchical storage architecture that provides fast
access to frequently used VM images, application binaries, and data through Weighted Storage
Layout (WSL), enabling optimized performance with cloud elasticity and economics. Data deduplication and compression reduce ongoing capacity growth and improve cloud storage performance. Additionally, all data stored in the cloud is encrypted using keys you supply, meaning you
remain in compliance and in control of your VMware data. Cloud Snapshots and Cloud Clones
ensure consistent, secure backup copies of datastores are available in the cloud, enabling costeffective disaster recovery and cross-site migration of VMs.

VMware
A lt e r n at i v e A p p r o a c h e s

Many approaches claiming to simplify
or reduce overall storage costs exist,
however, each falls short compared
to StorSimple:
-	Traditional storage devices are
expensive and require bolt-ons for data
protection and other elements of data
lifecycle management
-	Legacy storage devices don’t provide
granular tiering with SSDs which is
critical for ensuring performance in
virtualized environments
- Backup appliances with deduplication
don’t integrate with the cloud, leading
to tape deferral but not tape elimination
Only StorSimple provides a unified
storage solution that couples SSD
performance with cloud elasticity and
economics for VMware virtualized data
centers and private cloud environments.
Unlike other storage architectures that
require multiple technologies, products,
and management dashboards, StorSimple
uniquely integrates all elements of
storage management into a single system
– primary storage, secondary storage,
archival storage, data protection, and
disaster recovery.

F e at u r e s

- VMware-Ready Certified: ensures compatibility with and support for your existing VMware
deployment including vMotion and DRS
- iSCSI Volume Access: simplifies integration of cloud storage into VMware environments,
eliminating the need for new protocols and APIs
- Weighted Storage Layout (WSL): identifies hotspot and working set data with transparent
layout across integrated storage (SSD, SAS) and elastic and economical public and private cloud
storage services
- Data Deduplication and Compression: eliminates the storage of redundant data patterns,
minimizing storage capacity consumption and improving performance for cloud storage
- Cloud Snapshots and Cloud Clones: backup copies in the cloud for data protection, disaster
recovery, and VM migration across sites
- AES-256 Encryption: all data written to the storage cloud is encrypted using keys you control;
you stay in control and compliance
StorSimple Benefits

- Simple, Unified Storage for VMware: single system supporting primary storage, archival
storage, backup storage for applications including vRanger and Veeam, and disaster recovery
- Cloud Backup and Disaster Recovery: Cloud Snapshots and Cloud Clones enable
efficient, cost-effective backup to the cloud while enabling disaster recovery and VM mobility
across locations
- SSD Performance with Cloud Elasticity and Economics: high performance storage with
cloud storage for content archives, libraries
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- Easy Integration with Storage DRS: easily integrates into your VMware environment as a tier
of storage for Storage DRS for prioritization
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- Provable, fast return on investment (ROI): StorSimple minimizes costs using cloud
economics with no disruption to the organization or application, providing pay-as-you grow
capacity and reduced footprint
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- Simple, intuitive management of storage: easy-to-use, secure web GUI that streamlines
configuration and management. Powerful monitoring provides valuable insight and helps lower
operational costs
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S u p p o rt:

- Ensure data privacy: encryption of all data stored in the cloud, eliminates the worry over privacy
should a provider lose physical media

